Guidelines
Students will present their poster as a PowerPoint slide with a voiceover of no more than 5 minutes in length. Additional "zoomed in" slides are optional.

Creating a Poster
- Mini Workshop: Preparing Poster Presentations (Dr. Tom Wolff)
- Examples of Poster Presentations
- Research Poster Best Practices

Narrating a Presentation
- Tutorial: Narrating using PowerPoint
- Tutorial: Uploading PowerPoint to YouTube

Group Projects
- Students should work together to generate the content (PowerPoint slide) and the script
- Students should designate 1 group member to conduct the voiceover and mention the group effort

Sharing Your Presentation
Students will submit a YouTube link of their presentation through the Mid-SURE Presenter Portal by Sunday, August 2, 2020 at 11:59 PM EDT

“Unlisting” on YouTube
- Students may “unlist” their presentation to ensure the presentation is only viewable via direct link
- More information about unlisting

Viewing Presentations
- Links to the presentations will be visible to the public for one week.
- Evaluators will provide feedback through a Qualtrics survey

Group Projects
- The coordinating presenter will receive feedback via email following the virtual symposium
- The coordinating presenter is responsible for sharing feedback with other group members

Timeline
Registration
Monday, June 1
9:00 AM EDT
- Sunday, July 12
11:59 PM EDT
Submit Poster
Sunday, August 2
11:59 PM EDT
Mid-SURE 2020
Tuesday, August 4
- Monday, August 10
11:59 PM EDT

Thank you for your patience as we work hard to ensure there is still a mechanism to allow student researchers to present their projects in a manner that maintains the safety and health of all participants and our campus community.

Contact the MSU Undergraduate Research Office:
ugrsrch@msu.edu
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